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INTRODUCTION

Distal Radius Fractures [DRFs], which are coined to the term (pilon radiale), are the most common upper extremity fractures constituting 17−18% of all emergency fractures. The intra−articular variant stands for 50% of DRFs [1]. Unfortunately, DRFs are usually associated with other bony or soft tissue injuries in variable percentages according to the magnitude of trauma and the bone quality. For example, ulnar styloid fracture is associated with DRFs in 50−70% of cases [2]. In addition, it has been estimated that DRFs could be associated with capsular tears [2,4%], Triangular Fibro Cartilage Complex [TFC] tears [40−60%], Scapho−Lunate Ligament Injuries [SLLI] [2−40%], Luno−Triquetral Ligament Injuries [LTLI] [20−68%] and cartilage lesions [2−30%] [3,5]. DRFs show trimodal pattern of occurrence being common at young adults (high energy trauma), after 60 years, and in postmenopausal osteoporotic women (low energy trauma) [6]. The clinical objectives of treatment of DRFs include: restoration of distal radius configuration through anatomic stable reduction, restoration of articular congruity of the radiocarpal and distal radioulnar articulations, maintenance of reduction through stable fixation, and finally allowing early active rehabilitation. Early active motion initiates some potential benefits comprising: minimizing stiffness, negating osteopenia of the distal fracture fragment, and enhancing cartilage repair. In addition there are radiological objectives aiming at restoration of distal radius alignment including: radial height loss < 5 mm, radial inclination > 15°, radiocarpal and radioulnar articular step−off < 2 mm, maintaining sagittal tilt of the distal radial articular surface between 20° volar and 15° dorsal tilt [7]. Some authors have shown that articular surface step−off by > 1-2 mm will result in deleterious radiocarpal arthritic changes in 90% of patients within a follow−up period of 6−7 years [8]. Other authors suggest that the ability of intra−articular fracture remodeling becomes very limited when the joint step−off exceeds the thickness of the articular cartilage [6]. On the other hand, it is well established that coronal displacement of the DRFs will negatively affect the Distal Radialulnar Joint [DRUJ] function particularly in pronation/supination. Similarly, radial collapse will result in ulnocarpal impaction. Accordingly, DRFs with complex fragmentation patterns, extensive articular comminution, and meta−diaphyseal bone loss pose unique challenges [7,9]. Cast immobilization has been used satisfactorily in cases of undisplaced fractures or displaced stable fractures after reduction. In addition, it represents an appealing treatment option for elderly, unfit, and low demand patients. However, in the young, active, or high demand patients who have high expectations of regaining their normal activities, surgery might be mandatory to achieve the previously mentioned clinical and radiological objectives. Various surgical techniques have been proposed for such fractures including: Closed reduction and percutaneous k−wires fixation whether intra−focal [10], inter−focal, combined, or intra−focal cross−pinning [11]. External fixators whether fixed bridging, mobile bridging employing the concept of ligamentotaxis, or non−bridging radio−radial external fixators have been used extensively [12]. In addition, external fixator augmenting K−wires fixation for the control of intra−articular fragments has been shown great stability in such situations [13]. Other methods such as distraction bridge plate fixation [14,15], open reduction and internal fixation using single dorsal plating system [16] or single volar plating system including the four generations of the radial volar plates; non−locking volar plates, Fixed Angle Volar Locking Plates [FVLP], Variable Angle Volar Locking Plates [VVLCP], and finally anatomical locking plates applying the double tired subchondral support principle of distal plate screws [17,18] have been added to the armamentarium. Moreover, intramedullary devices including microneel and dorsal nail plate have been used for DRFs with minimal articular involvement [6]. Bio−absorbable implants have been considered one of the up to date technological advents in DRFs fixation. The Inion OTPS Hand System (Inion Inc, Oklahoma City, OK) is bio−absorbable distal radius plate which is commercially available. This system is contoured after application in hot water, biodegradable within 2 years and accepts polyaxial locking screws up to 20° [6]. The Tri−Med Fragment Specific Fixation [FSF] system was first introduced by Medoff and Kopylov in 1998 for tailored fixation of complex multi fragmentary intra−articular DRFs [19]. Such fractures comprise very small and distal fragments in amenable for traditional plate and screws fixation [7,20]. This has been augmented by the arthroscopic assisted fixation which has shown great evolutions in the last decade starting from the standard wet technique [3,4] to the dry technique introduced by Del Pinal [5,21]. Despite the multitude of surgical techniques and the diversity of implants used for fixation there is no level I evidence supporting certain type of treatment for DRFs [22]. Since its introduction in 1998, FSF system proved to stand the test of time as a versatile tool that could be used efficiently for DRFs fixation particularly in complex multi fragmentary intra−articular patterns that is amenable for traditional single plating system fixation. This review will focus some highlights on the Fragment Specific Classification [FSC] in addition to relevant anatomy, biomechanics, indications, techniques and approaches of the FSF system. Finally an overview of the literature regarding the outcome and complications associated with its use will be exhibited.

Relevant anatomy and Biomechanics

It is well known that the distal radius has a quadrilateral cross section with well−defined anatomic features including the styloid process, the dorsal (Lister’s) tubercle, and four surfaces: anterior, posterior, lateral, and medial. The volar cortex is thicker than the dorsal cortex with both being thinner in females [23]. The volar cortex is thicker towards the ulnar side. There is no difference in cortical thickness between medial and lateral surfaces [24]. The scaphoid fossa, lunate fossa, and sigmoid notch are three concave articular surfaces. The scaphoid and lunate fossae are separated by a dorso−volar ridge which defines the scaphoid and lunate facets. The volar lip of the lunate facet projects distally 3mm more than the scaphoid facet with being only 5 mm thick representing an extreme difficulty in fixation in cases of fractures. The styloid process is conical and projects 10–12 mm beyond the articular surface of the scaphoid and lunate facets constituting the radial height. In addition, it projects anterior to the coronal plane of the radial diaphysis by 15°. The dorsal tubercle lies 5–10 mm proximal to the dorsal articular surface of the
distal radius [25]. There is well established ulnar variance [0 ± 2 mm] which affects the amount of load transmitted to the distal radius and the TFCC. The ridge separating the DRUJ and Radio Carpal Joint [RCJ] bounding the distal part of the ulnar notch represents the radial attachment point for the TFCC. The distal radial articular surface has an average radial inclination of 22° [21-25] and volar tilt of 11° [2-20]. On the other hand, the sigmoid notch has distal and medial inclination averaging 22° [Figure 1].

New insights have been laid on the anatomy of the distal radius putting special emphasis on three important concepts namely: the watershed line, dorsal tubercle analysis and the three column theory [25].

**Watershed line concept**

Nelson was the 1st to introduce the term watershed line of the distal radius describing the most distal fibrous zone bordered by the distal volar articular margin of the distal radius (distally) and the pronator quadratus line [dorsal attachment line of the pronator quadrates] (proximally). The area in between these two lines measures approximately 3-5 mm. This line represents the most distal allowable limit for application of volarly placed implants, otherwise impingement of the Flexor Pollicis Longus [FPL] and finger flexor tendons ensues [Figure 2]. In a biomechanical study, it was demonstrated that the contact pressure between the Flexor Tendons Particularly [FPL]. With the volar distal margin of the Volar Locked Plate [VLP] is significantly increased if this margin bypasses the watershed line [26-28].

**Dorsal tubercle analysis**

Extensive morph metric measurements have been performed regarding the length and height of the Lister’s tubercle in cadavers and CT scans. It was found that its mean height and length were (3.6 mm& 18.3 mm) in cadavers and (3.3 mm& 13.2 mm) in CT scans respectively. On the ulnar side, the height between the bottom of the groove and the tip of the tubercle was twice the height in the cadaver study (7 mm) than in the CT scan study (3.4 mm) [29,30]. Gases et al. found that the pronator quadrates line is separated from the tip of the dorsal tubercle by about 22 mm which forms a mainstay in determination of the length of the distally placed screws to avoid irritation of the EPL or other extensor tendons [31].

**Wrist Columns and Volar Cortical Angle [VCA]**

The three column concept introduced by Rikli and Regazzoni in 1996 divides the distal radius and ulna into radial, intermediate and ulnar columns [32]. The radial column encompasses the radial styloid process and the scaphoid fossa. It provides a platform to support the carpus and prevent radial translation while the wrist is loaded in ulnar deviation. In addition, it serves as an anchor for the radio-scaphocapitate and long radio-lunate ligaments preventing ulnar translation of the carpus. Moreover, it is the insertion site for the brachioradialis which is the main deforming force of this column in cases of DRFs. The intermediate column includes the lunate and the sigmoid fossae. The volar lip of the lunate facet gives origin to the short radio-lunate ligaments which prevent volar subluxation or dislocation of the carpus in addition to the volar distal radio-ulnar ligament [7]. The volar cortex of the intermediate column extends distally more than the radial column which should be taken into consideration while applying any hardware to the volar distal radius and in plate manufacturing [10]. The dorsal wall of the intermediate column gives attachment to the dorsal radio-carpal ligaments and serves as a dorsal support for the carpus preventing dorsal subluxation or dislocation when the radiocarpal joint is loaded [7]. The radial column, intermediate column and the supporting radial metaphysis [pedestal] serve mainly for load transmission from the carpus to the forearm. Finally, the ulnar column encompasses the ulnar head and the TFCC which maintain the DRUJ and forearm rotation [26] [Figure 3,4]. The stability of the DRUJ relies mainly on the bony architecture of the ulnar head and the sigmoid notch in addition to the volar and dorsal distal radio-ulnar ligaments attached to the volar rim and dorso-ulnar corner of the lunate facet respectively. The distal oblique bundle, a ligamentous structure within the distal interosseous membrane, inserts onto the dorsal inferior rim of the sigmoid notch and is a secondary stabilizer of the DRUJ [7]. The ulnar volar cortical angle of distal radius was found to be more than the radial volar cortical angle in cadaveric studies [35° versus 25°]. This difference was less in CT studies. In addition females have higher VCA than males [25] [Figure 5].

Putnam et al showed that every 10 N grip force is transmitted to axial force in the distal radial metaphysis of about 26-52 N depending on hand position and radius length [33]. It has been demonstrated biomechanically that dorsal radial tilt by 45° results in increased ulnar load from 21% to 67% [34]. A load exceeding 2500 N is required to break the radius. On the other hand, loads causing fixation system failure range from 55-825 N and are directly related to the type of
hardware used and its inherent characteristics [35]. Anatomically, the main distal fracture line of DRFs has been well documented to be dorsally at 7.9 ± 2.7 mm and palmarly 11.7 ± 3.9 mm proximal to the dorsal/palmar apex of the lunate fossa, running obliquely from palmar proximal to dorsal distal [36].

Classification of DRFs and Fragment Specific Classification [FSC]

Ideal fracture classification should facilitate diagnosis, guide decision making, standardize treatment, help define expected outcomes, and serve as a research tool. More than 10 classification systems have been proposed for DRFs starting from Gartland and Werley [37], Frykman [38], the AO [39], Melone [40], till Fernandez [41]. In addition, a CT based classification was introduced dividing intra-articular DRFs into 5 types: (1) intra-articular fracture with displaced dorso-ulnar fragment, (2) dorsal split with dorsal dislocation, (3) palmar split with palmar dislocation, (4) complex DRF with metaphyseal comminution, and (5) destruction of the articular surfaces [42]. However, all classification systems have shown inter-observer and intra-observer unreliability [43]. The concept of intra-articular Fragment Specific Classification [FSC] was introduced by Medoff and Kopylov in 1998 [19]. This classification system describes five major distal radial articular fragments: the radial column, the dorsal wall, the dorso-ulnar corner, the volar rim, and the impacted intra-articular fragment [Figure 6].

To define the type of the fracture, adequate radiological evaluation should be done both pre- and post- traction. Standard x-ray views are required in the form of anteroposterior [A/P], lateral, and oblique views. In addition, scaphoid views and long forearm views may be required. The contralateral uninjured limb should be x-rayed. Lateral x-ray with 10° cephalic tilt, 10° tilt [A/P] and 45° oblique pronation views are very important projections to demonstrate clear view of the volar and dorsal articular rims. Computed tomography and three dimensional CT are sometimes required to delineate the fracture lines of complex comminuted intra-articular fractures. This modality provided great help to the upper limb surgeon as a tool for pre-operative planning [44].

Fragment Specific Fixation [FSF]

1.6.1. Principle: Fragment specific fixation has been introduced by Medoff and Kopylov in 1998 for management of complex intra-articular DRFs that are in amenable for treatment with single plating system. This technique has been introduced to fix every single fracture fragment with low profile small plates, pins or combination of both to achieve anatomical reduction with biomechanical stability allowing early rehabilitation. All of this could be achieved via minimal incisions and fixation devices which coapt with easier rehabilitation.

Medoff has outlined the basic principles for the FSF procedures including [19]:

- Application of pins, wire-forms, clamps, small contoured pin plates, small contoured low profile locking plates on the specific components of the fracture aiming at restoration of distal radius geometry.
- The fixation implants are symbiotic and multiplanar (by application of more than one plate in orthogonal planes with an angle of 50°-70°) creating rigid load sharing construct with small flexible implants having spring like behaviour.
- Fixation of distal fragments is based on the strong ipsilateral bone proximally.
- Hardware should allow for gliding motion of tendons.
- The aim of these implants is neutralizing the deforming dorsal and volar forces to the carpus.
- The exposure should cause minimal soft tissue disruption.
- The fracture should be stable enough to allow early range of motion.
• Application of cancellous bone graft or bone graft substitutes to fill the bony voids if needed.

• Volar arthrotomy should be avoided whenever possible and if needed this should be done through limited dorsal approach or via arthroscopy [45].

**Implants used for FSF:** When fixing small bone fragments, screw hole involves more than 30% of the fragment diameter, concentrating stress and decreasing bone strength to about 50% of that of intact bone, and this may result in iatrogenic comminution [46]. In such situations, the FSF system provides high modularity to fix the specific fractured columns, thus facilitating the management of complex multi fragmentary DRFs [47].

**Implants used for FSF could be divided into 4 main categories** [20]

**The pin plates** [Figure 7] [48]: These are 2mm low profile pre-contoured titanium plates that have the criteria of incorporating 0.045 inch k-wires [pins] fixation with 2.3 mm cortical screw fixation to the proximal intact ipsilateral radial diaphysis. Each k-wire is used to stabilize the fracture fragment to the contralateral intact cortex. It is, then, bent into adjacent hole in the plate thus providing two point fixation construct thus achieving optimum stability by combining the versatility of the K-wires added to the rigidity of plate and screws. In addition, the pin-plate provides buttress to the fractured column fragment. Pin plates are applied to fix the radial column or intermediate column fractures via radial column pin plate or ulnar column pin plate [RPP, UPP] respectively. These plates are manufactured into different sizes [RPP 3,5,7], [UPP 3,5] [20].

**Hook plates** [Figure 8]: Volar rim hook plate was introduced for fixation of the volar marginal rim or volar ulnar [lunate] fragment [49]. It has a characteristic narrow size with fixed angle hook allowing fixation of very distal volar rim fractures in osteoporotic patients. However, it is contraindicated in open fractures, inadequate soft tissue coverage, pediatric patients, fractures with metaphyseal voids, or very small fracture fragments. The tines of the hook plate are inserted just adjacent or distal to the watershed line while the plate is parallel to the radial shaft in the sagittal and coronal planes. The hook plate is inserted via special jig and inserter after temporary fixation of the fracture fragment with 0.045 inch k-wires. The proximal part of the plate is fixed to radial diaphysis with 2.3 mm cortical screws or pegs. Dorsal ulnar hook plates and dorsal radial hook plates were added to the category of hook plates to stabilize the dorso-ulnar corner and dorsal cortical rim fragments respectively [50,51].

**Wire-forms and clamps** [Figure 9]: These are pre-bent wires that can be applied to the dorso-ulnar corner, dorsal rim, volar rim, or intra-articular fragment fractures. They are fixed to the intact adjacent ipsilateral cortical bone using 2.3 mm cortical screws with one or two square washers to achieve maximal stabilization of the wire-form U-shaped proximal loop. They are classified into [20]:

• **The small fragment clamp** which provides stabilization of the dorsal cortical wall fragment that provides pinch-type grip with extra-osseous and endosteal wire form. This type comprises two subtypes:

2. Inner wire-form in case there is severe comminution to prevent collapse of the dorsal cortical rim.

- **Buttress pin** where intra-articular fragments are stabilized by providing peripheral cortical reconstruction around fragment and adding endosteal buttress. They support intra-articular fragment or any structural bone graft used for its support and prevent collapse of the articular surface.

- **Small fragment clamp/ buttress pin** combines function of small fragment clamp and buttress pin into single device to provide simultaneous stabilization of dorsal wall fragment and intra-articular component.

**Volar buttress plates** [Figure10]: These are 2 mm, 2.4 mm, or 2.7 mm L- or T-shaped low profile titanium plates that are used for buttressing the volar rim fractures. They are fixed to the pedestal supporting the radial column by cortical screws. The indication of such forms of plates is DRF that has very distal comminution in amenable for any type of fixation and just can be buttressed, in addition to those distal fractures that are associated with volar subluxation of the radio carpal joint and require volar support to maintain reduction [20]. Application of all screws through the distal limb of the plate usually is unnecessary. More recently, 2 mm, 2.4 mm, 2.7 mm locked plating systems have been added to the FSF system. Following the principles of Rikli and Regazzoni [32], by applying more than one low profile plate in orthogonal planes with an angle of 50°-70°, a multiplanar, load-sharing construct will result that anatomically restores the articular surface while providing enough stability to allow immediate motion after surgery [7].

**Approaches used in FSF [52]**

FSF could be performed through single or combined surgical approaches. Each approach could be employed for addressing certain fragment or fragments of the fracture being minimally invasive. These approaches include: the distal Henry approach, the trans-Flexor Carpi Radialis [FCR] approach, the extended FCR approach, the modified Henry approach, the direct lateral approach to the 1st extensor compartment, the volar ulnar approach, the dual approach through a single volar incision, or the universal dorsal approach.

**The distal Henry approach** [52]: is indicated for fixation of DRFs particularly, volar rim and sometimes radial styloid fractures. A 5cm longitudinal incision is made just lateral to the FCR tendon extending distally to the distal volar wrist crease. Care should be taken to avoid injury of the palmar cutaneous branch of the median nerve that arises 3-5 cm proximal to the distal wrist crease and passes just lateral to the Palmaris Longus [PL] tendon. The superficial dissection proceeds between the FCR tendon and the radial artery. The FCR tendon is retracted medially protecting the median nerve while the radial artery with its surrounding fat is retracted laterally. Then, the FPL tendon and the finger flexor tendons are retracted medially. The pronator quadratus is now apparent in the field where it is incised in an L-shaped fashion both distally and radially to expose the distal radius. This approach provides access to distal volar radius, volar wrist capsule and scaphoid.

**The trans-FCR approach** [52]: Is exactly the same as the distal Henry approach with the only exception is that the superficial surgical dissection proceeds through the FCR tendon sheath.

**The extended FCR approach** [53] [Figure 11]: This approach is versatile and very beneficial in gaining access to the volar aspect of the distal radius with more extension to the lateral and dorsal radial surfaces to address the DRFs with dorsal instability or comminution, intra-articular fractures, and relatively old fractures with nascent callus. The FCR approach is extended by: (1) releasing the radial septum, (2) mobilizing the proximal radial fragment into pronation, and (3) using the fracture plane for exposure or what is known as intraoral technique of reduction. This is achieved by mobilizing the proximal fragment in a trap door manner to have good view of the articular surface from inside the fracture site. From this point, the intra-articular fracture fragments are manipulated, reduced and molded against the carpus which acts as a template for reduction. In addition, bone graft can be placed into the voids of the fracture site.

**The volar ulnar approach** [Figure 12] [54]: is indicated for FSF of the volar lunate facet fragment or the sigmoid notch fragment of the distal radius. A 5-cm longitudinal incision is made beginning proximally at the midpoint between the Flexor Carpi Ulnaris [FCU] and the PL and ending at the distal volar wrist crease. The deep
interval is between the ulnar neurovascular bundle medially and the carpal tunnel contents laterally. The flexor tendons provide an excellent buffer to avoid pressure on the median nerve. The ulnar nerve and artery, which are more superficial, are identified and retracted ulnarly using right-angle retractor. The surgeon could be confronted by the median-ulnar nerve connections in the forearm and hand if this approach is extended e.g. Martin-Gruber, Marrinaci, and Riché–Cannieu connections [53].

**Modified Henry approach** [Figure 13] [56]: The skin incision is made lateral to the radial vessels with the plane is, now, between the radial vessels and the brachioradialis. Now the surgeon can proceed radially and dorsally to the 1st extensor compartment through the same radial vessels and the brachioradialis. A direct straight lateral incision is need for combined volar and dorsal approaches, the combined modified Henry and dorsal wrist approaches enable the surgeon to visualize 270° of the whole distal radius circumference [56].

**Direct lateral approach** [52]: is indicated for exposure and fixation of radial column fractures. A direct straight lateral incision is centered over the 1st extensor compartment. The superficial radial nerve branches are identified and protected. Mostly, the superficial radial nerve emerges from below the brachioradialis tendon approximately 8-9 cm proximal to the radial styloid and on average divides into four branches [the surgeon should be careful for the possible high (5 cm proximal to the radial styloid) or low bifurcation of this nerve]. This nerve travels between the brachioradialis and extensor carpi radialis longus. The 1st extensor compartment is incised and the APL and EPB are retracted dorsally. An important step is the identification of the brachioradialis insertion which is routinely located about 17 mm proximal to the tip of the radial styloid and represents the floor of 1st extensor compartment. This tendon should be subperiosteally released to obviate its deforming force on the distal radius thus facilitating reduction maneuvers [52].

**Dual approach from a single incision** [57]: is indicated when the comminution is mainly volar with inability to approach the volar lunate fossa fragment through the distal or modified Henry approach. A straight midline volar incision is made extending to the distal volar wrist crease. After subcutaneous dissection, a lateral channel is approached lateral to the median nerve and medial to the FCR to access the distal radius. A medial channel is performed just medial to the median nerve and lateral to PI. To expose the volar lunate fossa fragment and the sigmoid notch.

**Universal Dorsal [trans-EPL] approach** [52]: is utilized for exposing and fixing the dorsal rim and dorso-ulnar corner fractures. A standard straight 5 cm dorsal incision is performed targeting the 3rd dorsal compartment exposing more of the meta-diaphysis than the carpus. The EPL is identified and retracted laterally. The dorsal radius is exposed by subperiosteal dissection of the 2nd through 4th compartments, making a retinacular flap based medially. Care must be taken in the subperiosteal elevation because the dorsal fracture fragments are frequently bound to the undersurface of the retinaculum and need to be dissected free. Neurectomy of the posterior intersosseous nerve is preferably performed at this time. The retinacular flap is used to cover the hardware used to minimize attrition of the tendons of the extensor compartments. When there is need for combined volar and dorsal approaches, the combined modified Henry and dorsal wrist approaches enable the surgeon to visualize 270° of the whole distal radius circumference [56].

**Arthroscopic guided DRFs fixation** [5]: Arthroscopically assisted DRFs fixation has gained uprising curve in the last decade due to its supreme role in the guidance of closed reduction, limited open reduction, or assessment and management of associated carpal injuries. Arthroscopy affords direct visualization of the radial styloid, scaphoid fossa, lunate fossa, TFCC, and the volar radiocarpal ligaments. Traction of 5 to 10 lb. provides adequate visualization and fluid flow. A small joint arthroscopy with a diameter of 2.7 mm or smaller 30° lens is necessary. This could be efficiently performed through the 3-4 portal as a working portal and 6R portal as a viewing portal with fixed platform not interfering with the reduction. The use of wet arthroscopy was controversial in such situations due to the fear of fluid extravasation and compartment syndrome. That is why the dry wrist arthroscopy technique has been introduced. Del Piñal has proposed a few tips for adequate arthroscopic technique including keeping the scope sheath valve open, using suction power only when needed, using neurosurgical patties or a syringe 5-10 ml of saline attached to the side valve of the sheath and emphasizing that the joint should be irrigated when needed.

**Medoff has illustrated the sequence of FSF as follows** [20]:

- **The initial step** should be restoration of the radial column length and inclination with maintenance of the articular congruity with the intermediate compartment via initial fixation by trans-styloid pin/s with subsequent unloading of the lunate facet.
- **The corner stone of fixation** is the fixation of the volar facet.
Moreover, improved stiffness characteristics regarding ulnar sided First generation dorsal plating systems with its notably high profile to FVLP in stabilizing the dorso-ulnar corner fragment where no proven more biomechanical stability of the FSF systems compared and more predictable rehabilitation [60]. Biomechanical studies have emphasized the role of FSF particularly regarding the volar lunate facet fragment in achieving stability of fixation with later on easier inclination in osteoporotic patients [47]. Most of the authors reported excellent functional and radiological outcomes after FSF in types C1, C2 and C3 according to the AO classification with 96% incidence of return to normal activities [7,19,44,46,65].

COMPLICATIONS

As any technique used for fixation of DRFs, FSF system has its merits and demerits. One of the drawbacks of FSF is the high incidence of hardware removal from the dorsal surface of the radius once union is achieved due to tendon irritation which has been reported to be as high as 5.8% [20]. Neurological complications in the form of temporary median nerve paraesthesia, superficial radial nerve and dorsal cutaneous branch of the ulnar nerve irritation, and CRPS type II have been reported to be complicating the FSF [45,65]. Secondary osteoarthrits and tenosynovitis have been estimated to occur in 15 % of patients treated with FSF system [65,66]. Extensor tendon tendinitis and EPL ruptures have been reported in different studies [66-68]. Failure of radial column fixation and loss of reduction of fracture fragments have been also reported [66-68]. Pin migration, loss of reduction in cases of osteoporotic patients which may necessitate the use of well configured bone graft or bone graft substitute also have been documented [66,67]. Ulnar column a vascular necrosis, DRUJ instability and wrist stiffness have also been reported [62,64,69]. Other complications that are common to have fallen out of favour due to their reported complications namely; tendon attrition, rupture, the need for implant removal (25-33%), and loss of fracture reduction due to volar collapse. The recent advent of low profile pre-contoured dorsal plating systems has produced pronouncedly better results with minimal complications [6]. However, the introduction of the Acumed dorsal rim plate as part of FSF system proved anatomically and biomechanically more favourable with the combination of 2.3 mm and 3.5 mm pegs and screws [62]. External fixation devices are mainly used as adjuncts to other forms of fixation to provide ligamentotaxis in addition to neutralizing the forces at the fracture site whether bending, compression or torsion. Nevertheless, this is commonly associated with disabling complications (27%) in the form of stiffness, Complex Regional Pain Syndrome [CRPS], pin site infection or sensory nerves irritation. FSF has been shown to provide greater stability in comminuted fractures type C3 according to AO classification when compared to external fixator augmented with 0.062 inch K-wires while comparable stability was exhibited in type C2 [13]. In an interesting cadaveric study, an innovative non-bridging radial-radial external fixator construct was applied to the distal radius to address 3-part or 4-part intra-articular fractures [Fragment Specific Fixator; South Bay Hand Surgery LLC, Torrance, CA]. They achieved inter-fragmentary fixation with applying the concept of fixed angle plates [63]. The routine intra-operative fluoroscopy proved to be less accurate to assess DRFs articular step-off < 1-2 mm and gapping of < 2 mm when applying FSF systems [64]. That is why the complementary role of arthroscopy to FSF has gained uprisng curve in the last decade with the introduction of the dry arthroscopic technique that has been more and more refined by Del Pinal due to its supreme role in the guidance of closed reduction, assessment of associated injuries of TFCC, SLL, LTL, capsular tears and cartilage loose flaps [5]. Rikli and Regazzoni concept of two column fixation entailing that two low profile titanium plates applied for FSF in two orthogonal planes, with 50°-70° angle in between, has proven to provide more stiffness and stability than the traditional AO volar plate and PI plate or external fixation systems [32]. Radial pin plate has proven very beneficial in maintaining the radial height and inclination in osteoporotic patients [47].

Outcomes of [FSF]: Multifragmentary DRFs have always posed a major challenge for orthopaedic surgeons. For instance, the volar ulnar fragment is a key stone for the procedure of FSF which entails fixation using at least 2 screws to prevent rotation or displacement [18]. The 1st, 2nd, and even 3rd generation radial volar plates have shown high incidence of fixation failure when dealing with the volar lunate facet fragment. In addition, due to the common dorsal tilting nature of most DRFs, the application of volar plating seemed biomechanically disadvantageous [58,59]. Harness, et al. emphasized the role of FSF particularly regarding the volar lunate facet fragment in achieving stability of fixation with later on easier and more predictable rehabilitation [60]. Biomechanical studies have proven more biomechanical stability of the FSF systems compared to FVLP in stabilizing the dorso-ulnar corner fragment where no significant differences regarding cyclic load to failure were found. Moreover, improved stiffness characteristics regarding ulnar sided fixed fragments were found in the FSF system. In addition they can withstand normal physiological loads that allow early motion [61]. First generation dorsal plating systems with its notably high profile
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CONCLUSION

Fragment specific fixation system provides the orthopaedic surgeons with a versatile, biomechanically rigid load sharing construct combining the rigidity of plate and screws and the versatility of K-wires that enable them to successfully manage the most complex multifragmentary intra-articular DRFs with a tailored step-wise strategy.
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